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[Note: I don’t keep up with any news. This message just burst through today.] 

(Jesus speaking: ) You think foreigners residing in China for the purpose of preaching the Gospel, 

who are being compelled to leave, are all going to get out of there alive? Think again. China has 

more tricks up its sleeve for dealing with “dissidents” then a dog might have fleas. It will take 

supreme miracles to get missionaries out and to their homelands that they are being vomited out to. 

The land is sick of the Gospel “infiltrating” and certainly doesn’t want to risk that team or that 

individual returning to claim more of its citizens. 

They are everywhere, those impostors, trying to usurp My throne and take command of all the 

world’s systems. But be not deceived, and be ever on guard.  

Oh, it was just a nice man that wanted to chat with you the other day, as you left the bank or 

wherever you were on the King’s business? Think again. How many days, or months even, they had 

to wait to see your “sickening face again”, the face that makes them sick, because they have rejected 

the truth. They could nab you at a place you frequent, like a bank. 

They are information gathering and collecting. That’s why the less people the better, they think—or 

it’s just too many to keep up with.  

Why the next lockdown? Could it be for, among a host of other useful purposes, to update files? 

With less shuttling here and there, the easier it is to keep track of what is going on; and of course the 

more online activity that people pursue while home, the more information is being gathered on 

those who are still “in the game” --their game. 

You think computer spying isn’t going on? It is. Constantly. As you got a glimpse of some years back 

where a room of workers in your city monitors facebooks accounts to see what is being said, and the 

news can be broadcast accordingly to manoeuvre the masses.  

Don’t be deceived or confused. The regime is carefully keeping tabs and monitoring everyone they 

possibly can. 

Whatever cyber systems and programs are being used by the majority of the world’s population has 

been delved into by the infiltrators—emphasis on the “traitors” part of the word. They own the 

collection and use it all to bring whoever they can to a speedy end, unless they see either 

commitment to their regime, or they see you as fodder and useful to be used up for a bit longer, 

helping them along their very vile way. 

Don’t think anything is “safe” these days, and that you are in a comfortable and safe zone without 

anyone looking over your shoulders. You are being watched, as closely as is possible, along with all 

the other masses in the world.  

Whoever is excess, goes. Whoever is useful, stays until their wicked purpose has been hatched. 

Whoever is working for them, giving blood, sweat, tears and time, can stay. But if they breathe a 

word about what the secret society is really after, that person might vanish without hardly a trace.  

All these so called “accidents”. Non-sense. Yes, I allowed it to fill up a cup of iniquity of those who 

down a plane or burned this or that building, or totalled that car, and on and on goes the masks of 

their wicked “cover their asses” dirty plans to finish off those who might just spill the beans.  



“So what if a couple of hundred others go down with the ship,” they say, “at least we got the traitor, 

and the more the merrier, for it works better for us all the way around. And fear is a good thing,” 

they add in. 

There are so many hidden agendas and secrets going on, deep as the pit in the center of the earth 

practically, behind each thing that they allow to be seen.  

If a false pastor that has been planted by the ACs wants to shut down shop, just pull in a ‘terrorist’ to 

finish off what was left of the work there. “Oh, too bad. Sniff, sniff. We’ll have to shut this one down 

too. It’s far too dangerous to meet these days.”  

Liar! 

PSA.83:12 Who said, Let us take to ourselves the houses of God in possession. 

PSA.83:13 O my God, make them like a wheel; as the stubble before the wind. 

 

I’ll tell you what, if you happen to catch wind of news of this or that; run it past the “Truth filter” of 

the living Word of God, and ask, “This made it to worldwide news; what plans of God’s enemies is it 

helping along?” And I’ll expose him like a pant-less fool running for cover from the bush he was 

doing his dirty work behind. But don’t stop there. Ask Me to tell you what victories I have also won 

that day, and that will give you something to shout and praise about!  

 

So keep your channel clean—both your spiritual channel, and also any network use, cleaning out 

files as soon as you can. And keep a clean heart too, that hungers for the good, and won’t be 

hankering after lies dressed up in “interesting story” garbs.  

Bullshit to the lot of it, I say.  

PSA.22:12-13 Many bulls have compassed me: strong bulls of Bashan have beset me round. 
They gaped upon me with their mouths, as a ravening and a roaring lion. PSA.18:42 Then did I beat 
them small as the dust before the wind: I did cast them out as the dirt in the streets. PSA.83:10 ..they 
became as dung for the earth. 

 


